In this paper, we study the number of zeros of the equation Xex + X"! + • • • + Xen = 0 (mod p), where e > 1 is a positive integer and p = 1 (mod e) is a prime. For e = 5, 7, we compute the recurrence satisfied by these numbers, using the generalized Jacobi sums.
Introduction
Let e > 1 be a positive integer and let p be a prime, p = 1 (mod e). We consider the number of solutions of the equation X\ + X{ + ■ ■ ■ + Xen = 0 in the finite field ¥p . Let Te(n) denote the number of such solutions. In the case of e = 3, Chowla, Cowles, and Cowles proved in [3] , using Gauss sums, that for p = 1 (mod 3)
Vtí«w»-x , x2(p-l)(2 + dx)
where d is uniquely determined by 4p = d2 + 21b2 and d = 1 (mod 3).
Myerson settled the case of e = 4 in the same manner in [11] . It is easy to do the cases £ = 3,4 and 6, because the associated Gauss sum relates to the imaginary quadratic field. In [12] , Richman gives a formula for the generating function in terms of the period polynomial of the Gauss sums, but it is difficult to find a formula for this polynomial.
In this paper, we shall consider an algorithm to obtain the recurrence for Te(n), using generalized Jacobi sums and certain quadratic partitions of p in some cases. But we cannot express the recurrence in general form, because the partition is very intricate except when e = 3, 4, 6 and 8. For e = 5 and 7, if p < 1000, we give the recurrence explicitly in Tables 2 and 5 , and they may suggest some interesting conjectures. Our method can be applied in the case that the usual Jacobi sums or the cyclotomic numbers of order e are known explicitly, that is, e = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 24 and 30 (see [1, 2, 4, 6-10, 13, 14] ).
Recurrence
In this section, we show how to obtain the recurrence for Te(n), using generalized Jacobi sums. The fact that the Te(n) satisfy a recurrence was already proved by Chowla et al. in [3] and Richman in [12] . Now 
where G(t) is the Gauss sum of order e :
We take A in ¥p such that Ad is not an eth power for any d (0 < d < e). Then, the multiplicative group F* of ¥p has the following coset decomposition:
f; = (f;)' + a(f;)' + A2(F;)e + ■•• + Ae-X(¥;y.
Notice that each coset has ^ elements and that G(u) = G(v) for any u, v e AJ(V*)e (j = 0, 1, ... , e -1). Since G(0) = p , we have (1) pTe(n) = ^'J2G(AJ)H+Pn. From (2), we see that the numbers Te(n) satisfy the recurrence (pTe(n + e) -pn+e) +yx(pTe(n + e -1) -pn+e-{)
Te(n + e) + yxTe(n + e-l) 
with ax, ... , an £¥p . If a" = 0, then Xn = Xo > and the sum is Te(n -1). If a" jí 0, then the sum equals is the generalized Jacobi sum. Hence, we have
and we need to calculate sums of Jacobi sums Se (2), ... , Se(e -1).
Remark. Since (7(A) = £/{x e ¥p\xe = a}Ç^ , from (5) we have (7(A) = 1
(mod e) in Z[ÇP], for A £ 0 (mod />). Then ^|iv(p).
Properties of generalized Jacobi sums
In this section, we will study the properties of generalized Jacobi sums. We can calculate them from usual Jacobi sums Je(X\, Xi) by the following proposition. For p a prime = 1 (mod 5), we consider the pair of diophantine equations (8) 16p = a\ + 50ö| + 50a2 + 125a2.,
Dickson proved in [4] that this simultaneous system has exactly four solutions, and if one of these is (ax, a2, a^, a^), the other three are (cï! , -a2, -a3, at), (ax, a3, -a2, -a4) and (ax, -a3, a2, -a4).
On the other hand, we can choose a prime factor n of p in the unique factorization domain Z[£5] and a character x of order 5 associated with n , such that Js(X,X) = -Xiii4, where 7t, = o¡(n) and cr, is the automorphism of Q(Cs) defined by a,(Cs) = Ci (l</<4),and C5 = exp(2f). If MX ,X) = dCs + c2Çj + Cid + C4C5,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use then the four solutions of (8) and (9) correspond to Oi(Js(x, X)) -J~s(x' > X1)
(1 <i<4) by 4ci = -ax + 2a2 + 4a3 + 5a4, 4c2 = -ax + 4a2 -2a?, -5a4, 4c3 = -ax -4a2 + 2a3 -5a4, 4c4 = -ax -2a2 -4aj + 5a4.
This result was proved by Dickson in [4] . From properties of Jacobi sums (see [5, 9] ):
(10) Je(XÍ,XJ)-Je(XJ,XÍ)
we have
Mx, x3) = Mx, x), Hx4, x4) = MX1, x4) = <ta(Mx , x)),
Mx3,x*) = Mx3,x*) = (K(Js(x,x)), Mx2,x2) = Ux,x2) = 02(Mx,x)), and Wx,x4) = Ux\x3) = -iHence, we obtain the following results by direct calculation from the proposition. From (1), (2), (3), (4) and (7), we can determine the recurrence for T5(n). It is given by T5(n + 5) -10pT5(n + 3) + pY3T5(n + 2) + pY4Ts(n + 1) + pY5T5(n)-5iZpn = 0, n>l, where Y3 = VzlP = -5a,, Y4 = y4/p =-(a2 -125a2 -4p)/4, Y5=y5/p = -(a3x-625axal-&axp-2500a2a$a4)/8 and Z = F5(p)/3125p.
For example, for p < 1000, the values of ax, a2, a3, a4, Y3, Y4, Y5, Z and the first few values are given in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 . Table 1  Table 2 ax a2 a-j a4 6989  65419  11329  379  43839  -43361  5399  32009  34364  60169  17924  -10531   1  185  711  3707  7141  30463  86773  155648  323951  401125  604481  1033472  1220224  1658645  1923223  2904781  3714113  8075491  9819947  10775808  14139931  18223497  23112547  26932571  33444608  41099279  49981709  53171200  60166491  71870249  76230859  100371029  106001415  136615577  143582539  190513423  217885696  248389591  281602048  305614349 Table 3   11  31  41  61  71   101  131   151  181  191  211  241  251  271  281  311  331  401  421  431  461  491  521  541  571  601  631  641  661  691  701  751  761  811  821  881  911  941  971  991   TS(2)   51  151   201  301  351  501  651  751  901  951  1051  1201  1251  1351  1401  1551  1651  2001  2101  2151  2301   2451  2601  2701  2851  3001  3151  3201  3301   3451  3501  3751   3801   4051  4101  4401  4551  4701  4851  4951   7s(3)  151  1951  601  3901  1051  1501  21451  21001  38701  59851  45151  69601  60001  98551  88201  51151  169951  126001  153301  232201  213901  227851  319801  197101  250801  219001  229951  441601  438901  562351  325501  723751  353401  903151  750301  937201  1037401  578101  814801  806851   T5{4)   4051  63151  126201  351301  553351  1465501  2860651  3960751  7101901  8569951  10333051  15661201  17576251  22762351  24179401  34256551  41383651  70542001  79823101  86432151  104169301  127010451  150048601  170669701  197849851  233733001  270462151  277027201  297828301  346107451  366418501  447528751  468885801  565222051  578309101  712232401  789338551  876131701  949343851  1008913951   TS(5)   19251  1422751  2127001  14095501  20697251  89442501  303345251  515445001  1091506501  1405510751  1984536751  3418872001  3954325001  5504402251  6276529001  9120099251  12338922751  25624970001  31259728501  34836579001  45161730501  58008735751  74096321001  84807904501  105612051001  129031755001  156743480251  169170752001  190917160501  228920385751  239528747501  320096381251  332484933001   435949431751  455370333501  604762334001  691887833001  779199299501  886859651001  961599300751 5. The case e = 7
Similarly, for p a prime = 1 (mod 7), we consider the triple of diophantine equations (12) 72/? = 2o\ + 42(a\ + a] + a24) + 343(a] + 3a¡), This simultaneous system has six nontrivial solutions in addition to the two trivial solutions (-6¿>i, ±2b2, +72b2, +2b2,0,0), where bx and b2 are given by (16) p = b\ + lb22, bx = -l (mod 7).
If (ax, a2, a3, a4, as, a¿) is one of the six nontrivial solutions of (12)- ( 15), the other five nontrivial solutions are (ai, -a3,a4,a2, -(a5 + 3a6)/2, (a5 -a6)/2), (ax, -a4, a2, -a3, -(a5 -3a6)/2, -(a5 + a6)/2), (ax, -a2, -ay, -a4, a$, a6), (ax, a3, -a4, -a2, -(a5 + 3a6)/2, (a5 -a6)/2), (ax, a4, -a2, a3, -(a5 -3a6)/2, -(a5 + a6)/2).
For some character / of order 7, these solutions correspond to Jacobi sums Mxi,xi)=HHx,x)) (i<i<6), with (17) Mx,X) = cxCt + c2C.2 + citf + c4C4 + C5C7 + c6Ci, where 12c?i = -2ai +6a2 + 7as + 21a6, 12c2 = -2ai + 6a3 + 7a5 -21a6, (18) 12c3 =-2ai+6a4 -14a5, 12c4 =-2ax -6a4 -14a¡, 12c5 = -2ax -6a3 + 7a5 -21a6, 12c6 = -2ai -6a2 + 7as + 21a6, and at is the automorphism of Q(C?) defined by «7,(^7) = C7 ( 1 < / < 6). The trivial solutions correspond to Jacobi sums o¡(Ji(x, X2)) 0 = 1 > 6) with Hx,X2) = bx+b2V=7.
These results were proved by Leonard and Williams in [6] . Since
Mx,x5) = Mx,x), Mx6, x6) = Mx2, x6), Mx2, x2) = Mx2, x3), Mx5, x5) = Mx4, *5). Mx3, x3) = Mx, x3), Mx4, x4) = Mx4, x6), Mx, x4) = Mx2, x4) = Mx, x1), Mx3, x5) = Mx3, x6) = Mx5, x6) = o6(Mx, x1)), and
Mx,x6) = Mx2,x5) = Mx3,x4) = -U from (10) and (11) we obtain the following results from the proposition. Next, substituting (17) and ( 18) for them, they may be expressed as a polynomial in p,ax,bx,Ux,... ,W3. Notice that ¿?2 is not needed in Theorem 2, but is determined by Mx, x)Mx2, x2)Mx4, x4) = pMx , x2)- For example, for p < 1000, we have Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6 .
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